Streaming Video Quick Tips

Integrating Infobase Content into Canvas
Infobase offers simple integration into Canvas to enable faculty to quickly find and easily embed content
into their online courses with just a few clicks. Watch the video.
In this example, we’re building a course in
Canvas on the author Toni Morrison.
Here, Films On Demand and Bloom’s
Literature are already integrated into Canvas.
Note the small product icons in the Edit field.
You must subscribe to these products
in order to enable them.

Search by
keyword,
use Filters to
narrow the
results, and then
browse options.
Here, users can
Embed their
selections with
just one click.

First, to embed
videos into the
course, click
the Films On
Demand icon to
access content.

After
Previewing
a video,
users can also
Embed the
content.

Users can also
Preview videos
first.
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Integrating Infobase Content into Canvas
Next, to embed additional educational content from Bloom’s
Literature into the Canvas course, click the Bloom’s icon.

Follow the same
procedure: Search by
keyword, browse
options, Preview or
Embed into Canvas
with a single click.

Faculty can quickly fill their
courses with trusted academic
content and streaming video
from Infobase.
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How to Integrate Infobase Resources into Canvas
It’s easy to integrate your Infobase
resources into Canvas.
First, open your Infobase Admin Portal.
Select the database you’d like to integrate into
Canvas, go to Product Settings, and choose
Integrations from the drop-down menu.

Scroll down to the Learning Management
Systems section to see a list of possible
integrations for this Infobase resource.

Under Request Changes, click
the envelope next to Canvas to
initiate an email to the Infobase
Support team.

In the email pop-up window, type,
“I’d like to add LTI integration for Canvas.”
Infobase Support will reply with two lines of text you’ll
need to finish integration setup. You will receive a
Consumer Key and Shared Secret.
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How to Integrate Infobase Resources into Canvas
Next, open Canvas.
Click Settings, and select the Apps tab.
Search for the Infobase resource you’d like to add.

Select the resource and
click Add App.

In the pop-up window, copy & paste the Consumer Key and
Shared Secret supplied by the Infobase Support Team.
Click Add App.

Now the Infobase resource
icon will appear in the Edit
field, and you can begin
embedding content into
your online courses.
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Infobase resources can also be added to additional course management
systems such as Blackboard, Moodle, and D2L (Desire2Learn).
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How to Integrate Infobase Resources into Canvas
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To contact Infobase Tech Support, go to the searchable
Support Center via the “Help” link in Films On Demand,
call (800) 322-8755, or email Support@Infobase.com.

